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Their likely reason for choosing the KLR over newer and more powerful adventure bikes is its
simplicity. It's carbureted. It can run even on low-octane gasoline, and is pretty much
indestructible. Unfortunately, after 31 years of continuous production, Kawasaki stopped rolling
out the KLR, likely due to tightening emissions regulations. KLR Adventure. For the model year
KLR , the single-cylinder, cc engine is now equipped with electronic fuel injection EFI. While
this is not a welcome development to purists and adventurers, it's necessary to meet the tighter
emissions standards around the globe. The KLR is known to have been capable of traveling
very long distances without refueling. Fitting EFI will definitely make that distance between fuel
stops even farther. Also new is the upgrade of the analog panel to a fully digital one. The lights
are also updated to LEDs. KLR Traveler. First of all, its generator that only produces a meager
17 amperes is now capable of producing 26 amperes. It is also coupled with a new and lighter
battery. These are relatively few light updates compared to what adventure bikes from other
brands received. And while its truly hard core fan base may be quite disappointed, Kawasaki
has endeavored to keep the KLR as simple and reliable as it always has been. At the very least,
it's good to hear that Kawasaki has opted to keep the KLR rather than discontinue it altogether.
Previous Motorcycle News -. Take a look at Suzuki's various motorcycle models virtually. Buy a
Honda, get a drone free? This motorcycle concept with a drone from Honda is the ultimate
rider's dream. KTM shows off its biggest adventure bike yet, the Super Adventure R, designed
to go anywhere. Lipa City in Batangas has begun apprehending and penalizing motorcycle
riders not using the rightmost lane of the highway. The bar and shield has finally taken the
covers off their first-ever adventure bike, targeting established competitors from from BMW and
KTM. We've heard these many times. They don't work. So stop using them and get yourself and
your pillion proper helmets. Citing traffic caused by motorcycles, Boracay now require a permit
for operating a motorcycle on the island. Yamaha's R6 could be replaced by an R7, based on the
MT platform. Honda adds new liveries to the Genio, featuring pinstriping and calligraphy.
Motorcycle News. Brando Rosales View More Articles. Brando Rosales Tags: kawasaki klr.
Brando Rosales. Inigo S. Featuring daily headlines and breaking news from the Philippine
motorcycle industry and around the world. All Rights Reserved. The material on this site may
not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with the prior
written permission of Double B Web Solutions Company. Visit our affiliate websites:
AutoIndustriya. Since then, I have managed to scrounge up enough dough to get another bike
to start a new journey with. I bought a Kawasaki KLR I always knew that this bike existed and
gave it a glance every now and then, but never really thought too much of it. Life went by, I quit
working on motorcycles and joined the Navy, got out when my time was up, and moved to
California. But then one day, I rode a KLR, and fell in love with it. Jesse and I took two brand
new KLRs to the famous Mulholland Road for a single day exploring both on the street and off
road. I had an absolute blast, and was never once disappointed in what the KLR was capable of.
Scattered all over YouTube, Craigslist, and other social networks, there are KLR riders pushing
their machines up to and beyond the distances you might consider taking a full size GS or other
cc ADV bike. Before the second generation came out, the KLR mold had been forming these
bikes for twenty years. They have been tested by millions of people for two whole decades and
have survived the competition that was brought from the booming adventure bike trend. It is
still around, in my opinion, because the KLR outperforms every adventure bike in the market
when the common denominator is price. That, and it can take a beatin' and keep on tickin'. This
is exactly what I was looking for â€” an affordable bike that can take me fishing and has rock
solid reliability. What I mean is that I want to strap my gear to the back and bust through some
country to set up camp and play caveman next to a river in a place I have never been before.
The KTM I rode could probably accomplish this goal too, but I was afraid to do it with that bike
because it was so expensive. The KLR has the utilitarian feel of a military vehicle. It has just
enough power to get you through any obstacle, it's minimalist design menas there's not much
to damage or break and its decades-old powertrain never seems to fail. There is no frills to its
design; everything serves a purpose. It gives me the same feeling I get when I catch eyes with
the girl who is being ignored by all the other dudes in the room because a scantily clad dime is
flipping her hair and giggling at the bar. The KTM is a very fun bike and It would be great to have
it right now, but it is that giggling dime. Nearly every time I stopped there were dudes checking
her out. On the KLR I still have yet to get a second glance from a pedestrian and strangers
remain strangers at the gas station. Which isn't a bad thing. Even though the big Thumper is
underpowered by comparison, it has enough power to do a wheelie. But not without stabbing
the clutch. On the street, it will never surprise you, but it has more than enough power to get
you across tough terrain. The single cylinder tries really hard and when you hit the gas, it does
what you ask of it. Sure, excessive power is exciting, but the amount of smiles from twisting the
Kawasaki throttle is not equal to the amount of horsepwer it gives up. Opening the butterfly on

any engine is fun. My favorite part of the KLR is the luggage rack. It surprises me that a
cantilevered subframe can hold the rack that rigidly. This will be fantastic when I decide to do
my next big ride because I pack for trips like a girl going on a month long vacation to Alaska.
Now, I have to admit that no motorcycle is built perfectly and thats true with the KLR too. Mine
has a rattling, squeaky exhaust. Anywhere between idle and 3,rpm it sends exhaust gasses
whistling out of the tailpipe for everyone to hear. I have read that a screwdriver can be
hammered into the walls of the exhaust can to disrupt the flow a bit and the squeak will go
away, but still have yet to hate it enough to start hammering a screwdriver into my motorcycle.
The only other option is to get a fart can, but that might scare all of the fish away. It also had
EFI, active suspension damping, a fly by wire throttle, and all other kinds of high-tech stuff that
made it better no doubt, but any of that could fail at any time. You can read about those flaws in
the forums too. It seemed that almost everything was controlled by the on board computer,
which I trust a lot less off road than its mechanical counterparts. I can rig up a gimp throttle
cable without a computer but I defy anyone to figure out how to fix the fly by wre if it failed you.
Anyway, the point of all this is that any bike can be your beloved transportation. But I have
found that it makes a lot more sense to have something that fits you particular sitauation. Or
better yet, a bike that's resilient, that's tough enough to take the beating and come back for
more. I needed the Humvee of motorcycles. I needed the bike that the US Marines chose. I
needed a KLR Home News HFL. Feb 08, at am ET. By : Greg Anthony. Lets take a little trip into
the mind of a KLR owner and see why the big, heavy, underpowered Thumper is so awesome.
Commenting Guidelines. Sign In or Sign Up. Discussion in ' Thumpers ' started by strongleftleg
, Oct 1, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Will it be a KLR ? A KLX ? Adanac rider , Oct 1, Joined:
Dec 5, Oddometer: 1, Location: N. Something for the gravel road with a windshield at 19
seconds , I think. Joined: Jul 14, Oddometer: 1, DavidM1 , Oct 2, Wallachian Spikes likes this.
Maybe this bike could be my unicorn? ADV Sponsors. FPGT72 , Oct 2, DCrider likes this.
Heh-heh, I also ended up on an AT. Great minds, man Joined: Dec 22, Oddometer:
TimmyTheHog , Oct 2, It can't come fast enough Wallachian Spikes , Oct 3, RedEX likes this.
Why ? Isn't a on stilts more likely? TNC , Oct 3, Joined: Mar 22, Oddometer: 5, Location: Tejas.
RLTrail and DCrider like this. I guess they could do , just so it doesn't look smaller on paper, but
I don't think I've ever heard anyone complain about the in either Ninja or Versys tune. They
haven't had an "off road" adv bike since the KLR, and well that probably needed an update as
much as we'd like to always claim it didn't need one. Adv bikes are one of the better segments,
and the comes on street tires. I like neon green, but some of what they've done the past few
years is just baffling. I'm prepared to be baffled. But I do want a neon green desert runner. But a
lot of people want a neon green big tree bike. We'll see if any of us get what we want. I believe
any updated version of a KLR or a replacement in the Kawasaki line-up is going to have the
following: Fuel injection ABS A bump in displacement, and emissions compliance equipment.
No False Enthusiasm and Hannda like this. Drtyfun , Oct 3, This Kawasaki teaser does look
interesting. Toto likes this. Joined: Jul 6, Oddometer: 8, USD front, linked rear, tubeless spokes,
all very nice, but right off the shelf, theirs or others. CA-Cincinnatus and slipknot like this.
William Wolfen , Oct 4, TNC , Oct 4, Gustavo , Oct 4, Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be.
My password: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' Thumpers ' started by strongleftleg , Oct
1, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Click to watch the YouTube Video. Joined: May 11,
Oddometer: 3, Location: mena, Ar. Gustavo , Jan 5, Bullwinkle , Jan 5, Joined: Jan 11,
Oddometer: Location: Moosoochapiskun. Bullwinkle, have a Snickers! Gustavo , Jan 6,
Bullwinkle likes this. OCLandspeeder , Jan 6, Same weight. Almost same suspension travel.
Same mission. About the same price point. ADV Sponsors. Hannda , Jan 7, Joined: Apr 27,
Oddometer: 48, Location: Not yet far enough away from town. Snakeman99 , Jan 7, I lost track
after they lied to us the last time, what day is the reveal date this time??? Lesharoturbo , Jan 8,
DavidM1 , Jan 8, Mmm, new exciting vehicles. RedEX likes this. Hannda likes this. Joined: Jul
14, Oddometer: 1, DavidM1 likes this. Cruz , Jan 9, Joined: Aug 12, Oddometer: Location: Utah.
TNC , Jan 11, Joined: Mar 22, Oddometer: 5, Location: Tejas. I think the rotisserie option must
be real. I see a grease spot right in that section of the cover where it says "Kawasaki". And no,
you KLR bad-mouthers KLR's may burn oil but they are highly leak resistant. Lesharoturbo ,
Jan 11, Lesharoturbo and sheath like this. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My
password: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' Thumpers ' started by strongleftleg , Oct 1,
Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Click to watch the YouTube Video. Wallachian Spikes , DavidM1
and Hannda like this. MillennialFalcon , Dec 1, Not to mention this is Kawasaki, they sold the
KLR basically unchanged for how many decades? Why wouldn't they just put a FI bandaid on it
for current emissions standards and be on their way? The KLR cult would rejoice. They don't
want what you describe, it'd require too much maintenance. It's easier for Kawasaki to retain the
KLR crowd than go after a new crowd. I hope I am wrong but I really think if a truly new design

bike has been developed there would be something out there. Joined: Oct 9, Oddometer: 2,
Location: Bathurst. Kawasaki don't leak. TheGr8Pumpkin likes this. I've seen a KLR leak,
Starbucks manager very upset about their pavement Taylor Maurer , Dec 1, They gotta be pretty
close in weight. What are the service intervals for the KLX ADV Sponsors. Hannda , Dec 1,
Joined: Apr 27, Oddometer: 48, Location: Not yet far enough away from town. Joined: Apr 13,
Oddometer: Location: Okrahoma. Desert Dave , William Wolfen , Adanac rider and 3 others like
this. The leaking KLR owner was taking a leak of his own in the free restroom at this Starbucks.
Joined: Jul 6, Oddometer: 8, KLR owner just happened to park over 12GS final drive squirts.
Butters , Dec 1, Joined: Aug 12, Oddometer: Location: Utah. When your done riding, plug it in to
run the house. Even Honda can't do that. MotoChris , Dec 2, Joined: Aug 30, Oddometer: 3,
Location: south west. MillennialFalcon , Dec 2, But plenty of people will see it as half the bike,
as well. I owned a WRR, it was not a dirt bike. A modest bump in low-end grunt KLX would not
have made it a dirt bike. I get that plenty of folks don't want a dirt bike with a plate for a dual
sport, but man a real dirt bike is just fun anywhere except pavement which plenty of us try to
avoid like the plague. I had a '19 Husky FE It was fun on the street, but without a cushion drive
hub, it is no dual sport. It also has service intervals like an off-road bike. Which is what it really
is. Same with the EXC. They are both great bikes for someone who needs to ride short
distances on the road to link up dirt trails. I had a '90 KLR Tengai. Great bike up to about 70 on
the freeway, too heavy and flexy for hard off road, but fun on fast single track. Total blast on
really tight canyon park type roads. Very comfortable on and off road. Super easy to ride. The
biggest downfall is the weight for a single cylinder bike, and that flexy designed in the 80's feel.
Either bike, can and is being used for what they aren't designed for. Show Ignored Content. No,
but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password? Read the Details Here. Forums New posts
What's New Latest activity. Log in Register. What's new. New posts. What's New. Latest activity.
Log in. Install the app. If you are a current COG Member or Forum Subscriber and this is your
first visit to our new site and forum, please go to Can't post after logging to the forum for the
first time Try Again - If you can't post in the forum, sign out of both the membership site and the
forum and log in again. Make sure your COG membership is active and your browser allow
cookies. Content was brought over from the old forum as is, but the links may be in error. If the
link contains "cog-online. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not
display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser.
Thread starter S Smith Start date Jan 26, The legendary dual-sport bike is back and better than
ever, refined and ready to make new memories. Love it! And the price points are still very good!
Look forward to seeing one at the dealerships soon! If they gave it 20 more HP and a 6th gear I
would buy one! Did they fix the dohickey? Then it is just a s tech KLR. Simple and dependable. I
was a GEN1 owner for a few years, and loved that bike. If Kaw keeps this bike basically the
same for the next 25 years, it will likely keep its place in the ADV world. Wandrng Just a nerd
who rides Member. Still love my Gen 1 KLR - it's taken me to some cool places. And still runs
perfectly. Sadly, it doesn't get ridden near as much since it shares a home with the Concours.
You must log in or register to reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise content,
tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site,
you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. A lot had been hoped for
ahead of an updated KLR being released from Kawasaki, but after details of the new model were
released overnight the reactions across social media have been harsh to say the least. After
only minimal updates made over the year life cycle of the model, Kawasaki have not really broke
the mould too much with this latest re-design and it seems the punters are not happyâ€¦. The
comments from the unsocial media certainly are cutting, but are they justified? In part,
perhapsâ€¦. Still, the KLR was never a sales success on the back of power or light weight. It
sold on the back of competitive pricing, and a solid reputation as a dependable mount with
enough off-road and on-road performance with which to go adventure-touring on a budget. The
move to EFI, more bodywork, ABS and some added features have added over 20 kg to the
waisteline of the KLR with Kawasaki quoting a wet weight of kg for the base model, which then
blows out to kg in Adventure guise. The Adventure model, which will come to Australia
alongside the base model to make for a two-model line-up, adds fog lamps, panniers and frame
sliders along with DC and USB sockets. The cc liquid-cooled single remains quite a low
specification unit despite the addition of EFI. With only The header pipes are much narrower
than before and along with new cam profiles to help mid-range performance. A catalytic
converter has been added to help meet emissions requirements. Kawasaki are also claiming
much improved durability via strengthened internals and a higher generator output increased
from 17 A to 26 A , to help cater for the demans of the EFI and ABS systems, along with the
ability to keep the power up to your electronic devices. At litres the fuel tank is a litre bigger

than before which combined with the EFI system should see the KLR push touring ranges out
towards kilometres. Weather protection and comfort levels look to have perhaps been improved
while at mm the seat height is 20 mm lower than before. Kawasaki claim that vibrations have
been reduced and the windshield can be set in two positions. All-digital instrument 17 panel
offers at-a-glance information care of a large-display easy-to-read LCD screen with white
backlighting. Features include
jetta 2001 turbo
2006 mustang shaker 500 wiring diagram
hyundai 1998 excel
a speedometer, odometer, dual trip meters, fuel gauge, clock and indicator lamps. The
narrowed-down display list prioritises visibility of the speedometer and fuel gauge. Motojourno Founder of MCNews. AU is a specialist on-line resource that provides motorcycle news for
motorcyclists. MCNews covers all areas of interest for the motorcycling public including news,
reviews and comprehensive racing coverage. Wednesday, February 24, Become a Patron for
MCNews! Touching down in Australia during the second half of by Trev. January 27, Home
Motorcycle News Kawasaki News. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter Share. Tags: Kawasaki
KLR Related Articles. No Content Available. Load More. Next Post. Trending Comments Latest.
The Triumph T forged the Bonneville legend February 20, H-D Pan America looks a surprisingly
competitive adventure-tourer February 23, H-D Pan America looks a surprisingly competitive
adventure-tourer. Support MCNews. Five-speed, return shift with wet multi-disc manual clutch.

